We consider the problem of estimating a deterministic parameter vector x from observations y = Hx + w. where H is known and w is additive noise. We seek an estimator whose estimation error is within given limits, for as wide a range of conditions as possible. The error limit is a design choice. and is generally lower than the error provided by the well-known least-squares (LS) estimator. We develop estimators guaranteeing the required error for as large a, parameter set as possible, and for as large a noise level as possible. We discuss methods for finding these estimators. and demonstrate that in many cases, the proposed estimators outperform the LS estimator.
INTRODUCTION
Consider the problem of estimating an unknown deterministic parametervectorx hasedon measurements y = Hx+w, where H is a known linear transformation and w is zero-mean random noise.
We would like to design a linear estimator 2 close to x in terms of the mean-squared error (MSE). However, since the MSE is a function of the unknown vector x. it cannot be directly.minimized. A common approach is to choose the minimum MSE estimator among all linear unbiased estimators, in which case the MSE does not depend on the value of x. This approach yields the (weighted) least-squares (LS) estimator [9]. Yet an unbiased estimator does not necessarily guarantee low MSE. Indeed. for any bounded set U , a linear biased estimator exists whose MSE is lower than the MSE of the LS estimator, for all x in U [31. Several techniques are aimed at improving the MSE by introducing a bias [IO, 131.
Estimator design is based on vaious system pmperries, such as the noise covariance. If the values of these system properties are not known exactly, one may seek the estimator minimizing the worst-case error among all possible values. This rninimar approach was first introduced in the context of uncertain noise statistics 171. and has since been applied in a variety of estimation prohlems [SI. For example, we may seek the bounded paramerer set estimator. which minimizes the worst-case error for any parameter x in a given parameter set U. Various error.measures may he used.
including the worst-case MSE [ I I, SI and the worst-case regret [6].
The minimax approach requires specification of system property bounds; like the system properties themselves, the bounds may not be known in advance. In some cases, bounds can be estimated from the measurements y. but the resulting estimator is gmerally nonlinear, and thus requires greater computational complexity. We propose an alternative approach. which is suitable when requirements on the maximum estimation error are more readily available than system property hounds. For example, in commu-0-7803-8427-~20.0002004 IEEE nication systems, a minimum SNR may he required for data transmission to he possible. For such cases. following the philosophy of information-gap decision theory [ I , 21. we propose arna.rimm esriniarion error approach, in which an estimator is designed to guarantee the required error for the widest range of system properties possihle. This approach can he applied to different system properties. In Section 2. we study the case of uncertain parameter sets. while Section 3 deals with uncertain noise levels. We conclude with a discussion in Section 4.
MAXIMUM PARAMETER S E T ESTIMATION
In this section. we define the maximum parameter set (MPS) estimator. provide methods for its calculation. and compare its performance with the LS estimator.
Definition
Let x be an unknown deterministic vector in C" and let w be a zero-mean random vector in @" whose covariance C, is known. Suppose H is a known full-rank m x 71 matrix. and let y = Hx + w. An estimator x is a function of y which returns an n-vector close to x in some sense. For example. the least-squares (LS) estimator 191 is given by xLs = (H*C;'H)-'H'C;*~, (1) where P' denotes the Hermitian conjugate of P.
The following system properties. selected by the designer. are used to constmct the MPS estimator:
I J An errorfunction c(x,x). such as the MSE Ellx -%\I2. which quantifies the degree to which x misrepresents a specific value x. 2) A maxiinem ermr em which defines the error value required for successful operation of the system.
3)
A class ofparanleter sers { U ' & C" : L 2 0) which define feasible values of x under varying parameter set bounds L. We assume that the sets are nested. i.e.. U L , C UL? for L1 5 L2. For regularity. we also require that the parameter sets grow linearly with L, i.e.. UL = { x : i x , E U, }: this implies that the parameter sets are centered on the origin. an assumption which we adopt without loss of generality.
We define the paramerer mbrrsfriess L(x) of an estimator x as the maximum hound L for which the maximum error is assured.
A rna.rbnimr poramerer set (MPSJ esrimaror xrrp (among estimators of class E ) maximizes the parameter robustness i. Z+f",
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knowledge of the maximum error under which the system still operates correctly. .Thus. proper choice of an estimator depends on the nature of information available to the designer. and MPS estimators is fonal. ized bv means of the w'orsr-case error function eiL). defined as
We now consider an MPS estimator which guarantees a required regrer. The regret is defined as the difference hetween the estimator's MSE and the best MSE obtainable using a linear estimator f, = G ( x ) y which is a function of x. Because x, is linear. Thus. finding an MPS estimator for a given maximum error c, is equivalent to finding a minimax estimator whose worst-case error is cm. This can be accomplished using a line search. in which minimax estimators for different sets U L are calculated until an estimator with the required worst-case error is found. Alternatively. when a closed form is known for the minimax estimator of U,,. one can find a closed form for the MPS estimator as well. This is demonstrated by the following proposition. in which the parameter sets are spherical. As we have seen. MPS and minimax estimators are hased on different design requirements: however. results regarding minimax estimators can often he used to find MPS estimators.
Application: Channel Estimation
As an application of the MPS estimator. we now consider the prohIem of preamhle-based channel estimation. Specifically. we seek to estimate the impulse response of an unknown channel using a training sequence (preamble) transmitted along with payload data. by comparing received symbols to the known preamhle sequence. The channel response is used in many detection algorithms. such as maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) [ IlC'll [4]. Since the estimation error is a function of the unknown channel parameter c', i t cannot he directly minimized. The minimax approach allows us to minimize the worst-case error among all possible channels within a known set U . Yet, although we may believe that lic'll is generally small compared with CO, we cannot explicitly determine a hound on Ilc'II.
The channel estimation error tm may he viewed as an additional noise source [4], and is therefore a parameter with known implications for the system designer. Thus ern should he a design parameter, to be chosen together with other system properties.
such as SNR requirements and error correction capabilities. The MPS estimator can then be used to maximize the set of channels for'which tm i s achieved, in order to guarantee operation for as wide a range o f channels as possible.
We consider the prohlem o f estimating a 7-tap channel using the 14-symbol BPSK preamble suggested in [4] . We assume the noise variance is a: = 0. By Proposition I, all of these estimators are also MPS estimators. An engineer constructing a channel estimation system should use such a plot as a design tool. as it demonstrates the tradeoff hetween channel estimafion error and the range of channels for which the error is achieved. For instance, if a maximum error level of 0.1 is acceptable, then clearly the optimal choice i s the LS estimator.
which guarantees an MSE of CO < 0.1 for all channels. However. in some cases the detector degradation provided by such an estimation error may be prohibitive. An engineer may choose a lower maximum channel estimation error while taking into consideration the reduced set o f channels for which estimation would he successful. We choose a maximum error of E,,, = 0 . 7 5~0 .
as this value covers most reasonable channels while suhstantially reducing the worst-case error.
To compare the performance o f LS and MPS estimators. the transmitter. channel and receiver were simulated. Channels with multipath power llc'll' hetween 0 and 2 were used. The channel was estimated using both the L S estimator (I) and the MPS estimator (6). and each of the channel estimates was used for MLSE detection of payload data. The hit error rate obtained hy the two estimators i s plotted in Figure 2 . For comparison, a null estimator is also plotted this "estimator" assumes that c' = 0.
These results demonstrate that in terms of BER, MPS estimation outperforms standard L S estimation for a range o f channels. T h e MPS estimator maintains a BER level around 0 . 6 5 in the measured channel range, while the LS estimator results in BER levels above 1% for many common channels.
T h e LS estimator has modest estimation error requirements. 
MAXIMUM NOISE LEVEL ESTIMATION
In the previous section. we assumed that the noise covariance E ( w w * ) is known. In practice. this i s rarely the case. and the covariance itself must often be estimated from measurements. In this section we consider the case where E(ww') = o'C,. for some unknown deterministic noise level a'. and some known covariance matrix C , . This is appropriate. for example. when the noise variables are independent and identically disuihuted. in which case C, = I and a' i s the noise variance. The estimation techniques used so far require complete knowledge of the noise covariance: thus they cannot be applied to this problem. unless noise parameters are estimated from measurements. which increases computational complexity and may he unreliahle.
As an alternative approach, we propose to estimate x for as large a range of noise levels as possible. while maintaining error requirements. To this end. we define an error function f0> (x, x). such as the MSE or the regret. and require some level of performance t m 2 (x, x) 5 to he satisfied over a known range x E U .
The noise robrtsmess bz of an estimator f is defined as the maximum a ' for which the performance requirement is satisfied. 
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The nioxirnirm noise level (MNLJ esrimaror ?UN (among a class of estimators E ) is the estimator maximizing the noise robustness among all estimators in E , for given 11. C,Z (x. x) and em.
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We then have the following proposition, which states that MNL estimators are also minimax estimators. It follows that the MNL estimator can he found if an algorithm for finding the minimax estimator is known. This is done hy searching among all noise levels for the unique minimax estimator with the appropriate worst-case error. which leads to the following proposition. It is instructive to compare the closed forms obtained for the MPS estimator (6) and the MNL estimator I 1 ?). when spherical parameter sets are used. Both are shrunken least-squares estimators [IO] , and can thus he viewed as a compromise between the leastsquares estimator and the zero estimator. When em is increased. an increase in either the parameter set or noise level is allowed. However. a larger parameter set is achieved by an estimator closer to the LS estimator (which provides constant error for all x); while a larger noise level is achieved by an estimator closer to the zero estimator (which provides zero error for the nominal value x = 0).
Thus, increasing the maximum allowed error has opposite effects. depending on whether the goal is to increase the parameter rohustness or the noise rohustness.
DISCUSSION
In many estimation problems, it is possihle to define the maximum allowed estimation error E,. In some applications, the MSE provided by the LS estimator is acceptable: in these cases. the LS estimator is optimal, as it guarantees this MSE for any value of the parameters. However, when the required error is smaller than the error obtained hy the LS estimator. the requirements may still he obtained for some parameter values. In these cases we may seek to maximize the parameter set for which requirements are satisfied, resulting in the MPS estimator. Alternatively. we may seek to maintain the required error for as large a noise level as possible. using the MNL estimator. As we have seen, in many cases. the MPS and MNL estimators equal the minimax estimator whose worst-case error is E",. This allows us to efficiently calculate many such estimators.
The maximum allowed error is often a function of system design parameters. and can he influenced hy design decisions. In such cases. a plot of the worst-case error as a function of the size of the parameter set (as in Figure I ) can he used as a design tool.
Such a plot can he interpreted in two complementary ways. It describes the worst-case error obtained if a minimax estimator is used with a given parameter set hound: it also defines the size of the parameter set ohtained if an MPS estimator is used with a given maximum error. Thus. such a plot can be used to select a meaningful value for the maximum error. based on the tradeoff hetween estimation error and parameter set hound.
The choice of an appropriate estimator for agiven pmhlem depends on the data availahle to the designer. The maximum allowed estimation error is an example of added information which may he known to the designer: as we have shown. incotprating this information can considerahly improve estimation performance.
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